Inspire better insights, better research and better learning across disciplines by providing access to the latest rare and unique primary source collections.

Explore resources for trending topics in:
- Anthropology
- Arts and Entertainment
- Immigration and Prison Studies
- Men’s History
- Popular Culture
- Religion

Provide historical context with content from:
- Digital National Security Archive
- Early European Books
- History Vault
- Newspapers and Periodicals
- Regulatory Insight and Supreme Court Insight

Take a look at our 2020 releases!
**HISTORY & SOCIAL CHANGE**

**WOMEN'S HISTORY**

Women and Social Movements in the U.S. (edited by Judy Wu and Rebecca Jo Plant)

*Women and Social Movements in the United States, 1600–2000, (WASM)* is a resource for students and scholars of U.S. history and U.S. women’s history. This collection seeks to advance scholarly debates and understanding and make women’s history accessible to teachers and students at universities, colleges, and high schools.

TWO NEW MODULES IN 2020!

Published under the new editorial team headed by Rebecca Jo Plant and Judy Tzu-Chun Wu, two new modules of Women and Social Movements in the United States will release in April (Sexualities and Bodies) and October (Women’s Citizenship and State Power).

**Women and Development, The Social Movement**

Q3: This latest addition to the Women and Development: The Social Movements will look at women’s global economic participation and activism over an entire century. This database sets out to reveal and assess a realm of individual efforts, organizational initiatives and socio-cultural projects led by women in the global north and south.

**HISTORY VAULT: Southern Women and their Families in the 19th and 20th Centuries, Holdings of the Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1671–1979**

NOVEMBER: Seen through women’s eyes, nineteenth century southern social history takes on new dimensions. Subjects that were of only passing interest when historians depended on documents created by men now move to center stage. Slavery has been a central concern of southern historians, generally from the white male perspective. Seen through the eyes of plantation mistresses the peculiar institution becomes even more complex.

**MEN'S HISTORY**

**GQ Archive (1931–present) US Publication**

JUNE: The backfile of GQ magazine, from its launch in 1931 to the present. One of the longest-running, most influential men’s magazines, GQ expanded its initial focus on fashion to cover general men’s interest subjects. The digital archive will make available a wealth of editorial content and photography, providing essential insights into the 20th/21st-century history of fashion, popular culture, masculinity, and society.


SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER: This pioneering digital collection of men’s interest magazine backfiles not only serves research in men’s studies but also offers important additional perspectives for women’s studies. It features some of the earliest publications of this type—National Police Gazette and Argosy—among other leading titles covering general interests (Esquire [UK edition]), fashion (M), and sports.

**U.S. HISTORY**


MAY: Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the U.S. entry into World War II in December 1941, the Roosevelt administration decided that for reasons of “military necessity,” the government would evacuate all persons of Japanese heritage from the West Coast states. The Records of the War Relocation Authority document the day-to-day running of the 10 relocation camps from 1942–1946. The collection is organized by relocation center. Records include reports and correspondence on issues such as security, education, health, vocational training, agriculture, food, and family welfare. The collection includes the newspapers from 9 of the relocation centers.

**HISTORY VAULT: Temperance and Prohibition Movement, 1830–1933**

DECEMBER: The Temperance and Prohibition Movement in the United States was one of the most powerful and influential forces for social reform during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Attracting wide public support through several important organizations, temperance leaders eventually succeeded in placing a national prohibition amendment in the Constitution, but it was a victory which failed to achieve anticipated results. This module contains records and publications of the principal organizations which sought to reduce and ultimately to eliminate the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages in the United States. The two largest organizational collections in the module are the Anti-Saloon League of America (A.S.L.A.) and the records of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (W.C.T.U.)

**BLACK HISTORY**

**HISTORY VAULT: Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Law and Order in 19th Century America, 1636–1880**

JUNE: This module documents the international and domestic traffic in slaves in Britain’s New World colonies and the United States, providing important primary source material on the business aspect of the slave trade. Collections in this module on the slave trade are sourced by ProQuest from the Rhode Island Historical Society, Southern Historical Collection at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and the U.S. National Archives. In addition to records on the slave trade, this module also includes a series of letters received by the Attorney General on law and order in nineteenth century America.
**EARLY MODERN HISTORY**

Early European Books 17—Law and Politics (BnF and Arsenal)

H1: Collection 17 This collection will focus on Law and Politics, with discourses on government and political theory. The materials will include ordinances, edicts, proclamations and political tracts on topics of jurisprudence.

Content from: Bibliothèque nationale de France with 20% of the materials from Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal
Number of titles: 2,000 (estimate)
Number of pages: 500,000 (estimate)

Early European Books 18—History Chronicles (BnF and Arsenal)

H2: Collection 18 This collection will include History Chronicles from the Early Modern Period.

Content from: Bibliothèque nationale de France with 20% of the materials from Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal
Number of titles: 1,500 (estimate)
Number of pages: 500,000 (estimate)

**MILITARY & DIPLOMATIC HISTORY**


SEPTEMBER: Beginning in 1946 with reports of the CIA’s predecessor, the Central Intelligence Group, CIA Research Reports reproduces 206 reports on eight areas: Middle East; Soviet Union; Vietnam and the Central Intelligence Group; China; Japan, Korea, and Asian security; Europe; Africa; and Latin America.

**CULTURAL HISTORY**


SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER: With publications aimed at a male readership (e.g. *Flex*, *Men’s Health*) and women’s titles (e.g. *Women’s Health, Women’s Health Activist*), this collection supports research in topics such as the history of sex roles, body image, fitness/exercise, public health, food/nutrition, and medicine. The backfile of *Prevention* (from 1950) offers over six decades of content reflecting contemporary developments in these areas.

**NEWS, NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS**

ProQuest Historical Newspapers

With more than 50 premier stand-alone historical titles dating back to the 1700s and more than 55 million digitized pages, ProQuest Historical Newspapers is the definitive newspaper archive empowering researchers to travel back centuries and become eyewitnesses to history. Every issue of each title includes full-page and article images in easily downloadable PDFs. Researchers can study the progression of views, events, people and places over time through these historical newspaper pages, including articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, editorial cartoons and more.

ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Stand-Alone Titles

Black History:


U.S. Standalone Titles:
Q2: Leftist Papers and Periodicals (1848–1978)

Canadian Standalone Titles:
Q1: Ottawa Citizen (Ottawa, ON) 1845–2010
Q1: Saskatoon Star Phoenix (1902–2009)
Q2: Edmonton Journal (Edmonton, AB) 1903–2010
Q2: The Province (Vancouver, BC) 1898–2010

ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Regional Collections

Northeast Regional Collection

Q1: Star-Gazette (Elmira, NY) 1891–2011
Q1: Morning Call (Allentown, PA) 1883–2010
Q3: Daily Record (Morristown, NJ) 1974–2012
Q3: The Journal News (White Plains, NY) TBD
Q4: The Record (Hackensack, NJ) 1898–2004

Midwest Regional Collection

Q1: Coshocton Tribune (Coshocton, OH) 1909–2011
Q1: Lancaster Eagle-Gazette (Lancaster, OH) 1915–2011
Q3: Indianapolis News (Indianapolis, IN) 1869–1999
Q3: News Herald (Port Clinton, OH) 1967–2011
Q3: Times Recorder (Zanesville, OH) 1895–2011
Q3: Marshfield News-Herald (Marshfield, WI) 1899–2006
Q3: The Sheboygan Press (Sheboygan, WI) 1911–2005
Q4: Stevens Point Journal (Stevens Point, WI) 1895–2011
Q4: The Post-Crescent (Appleton, WI) 1920–2005
Q4: Herald Times-Reporter (Manitowoc, WI) 1960–2011
Q4: The Advocate (Newark, OH) 1882–2011
Q4: Palladium-Herald (Richmond, IN) 1831–1895
Q4: The Star Press (Muncie, IN) 1877–2008
Q4: Times Herald (Port Huron, MI) 1910–2011
Q4: Wausau Daily Herald (Wausau, WI) 1907–2006

Southeast Regional Collection

Q1: The Jackson Sun (Jackson, TN) 1936–2011
Q2/Q3: Orlando Sentinel (Orlando, FL) 1884–2010
Q3: Florida Today (Brevard County, FL) 1968–2006
Q3: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q3: The Daily News Journal (Murfreesboro, TN) TBD
Q3: The Leaf-Chronicle (Clarksville, TN) 1890–2010

West Regional Collection

Q2: Spokesman-Review (Spokane, WA) 1881–2010
Q2: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q2: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q3: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q3: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q3: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q3: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q3: The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913–2011
Q4: Times Herald (Port Huron, MI) 1910–2011
Q4: Wausau Daily Herald (Wausau, WI) 1907–2006

**NEW HISTORICAL NEWSPAPERS STATE COLLECTIONS!**

20 new state collections have been created from the Historical Newspaper Regional Collections! Specific states include: Alabama • California • Delaware • Florida • Indiana • Iowa • Louisiana • Michigan • Mississippi • Montana • New Jersey • New Mexico • New York • North Carolina • Ohio • Pennsylvania • Tennessee • Vermont • Washington • Wisconsin
SOCIAL SCIENCE

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY

Trends & Policy: U.S. Immigration
JUNE: U.S. Immigration is the inaugural module for ProQuest’s new Trends and Policy product line. This collection connects policies implemented by the U.S. government with the data-driven results and trends of those policies and provides context with analytical reports and news articles. Presented in a unique interface designed specifically to help researchers make key connections and discoveries, this product includes timelines, topic pages and data visualization tools.

Digital National Security Archive President’s Daily Briefings, Part 2: Nixon and Ford
JUNE: Building on DNSA’s earlier collection of all available CIA highest-level briefings for Kennedy and Johnson, this collection covers the Nixon and Ford presidencies. Provides scholars with actual Top Secret intelligence reports provided daily to the White House on global developments during a critical period in the Cold War. Detente with the Soviet Union, the breakthrough with China, and the Arab-Israel conflict were among the world-changing events of the day.

DECEMBER: The product of a National Security Archive lawsuit, this collection will eventually publish every “snowflake” memo the Secretary of Defense circulated during his tenure—over 65,000 in all. Covering some of the most significant and sensitive issues from a tumultuous period, these memos offer an extraordinary schematic of U.S. defense and national security policy in the months prior to and after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, as well as insights into the (often petty) priorities of the George W. Bush administration and one of its most memorable characters.

Regulatory Insight: Historic Rules & Guidance
NOVEMBER: Regulatory Insight: Historical Rules & Guidance offers a unique collection of Federal agency guidance and policy documents harvested from government websites. The documents explain, summarize and clarify regulations and may suggest steps both organizations and consumers can take to comply with requirements. Historically, guidance and policy documents have often been difficult to find on agency websites and have never before been collected systematically in a single place. Our archive will ensure continued access to documents as agencies replace them over time with new guidance documents.

Executive Branch Docs 6, 1949–1952
Q4: The sixth Executive Branch content module for ProQuest Congressional extends the date range for existing content (1789–1948) to include approximately 60,000 records from 1949–1952. Containing documents produced by Federal government departments, agencies, and commissions, Executive Branch Documents 6 touches upon all aspects of U.S. social, political, and economic life, as well as major events in U.S. history, and provide points of comparison between the U.S., and selected foreign countries. This collection covers the mid-20th century timeframe, including demobilization of the armed forces, implementation of the Marshall Plan and the revision of the Mutual Security Act to create the Department of Defense. It also covers the Truman Doctrine, Berlin airlift, formation of NATO, the Korean War, activities of the Atomic Energy Commission and more! Suitable for researchers in many academic disciplines including political science, history, law, business, social sciences, agriculture, engineering, military history, and education.

GLOBAL STUDIES

Mass Incarceration and Prison Studies
MARCH: Global Mass Incarceration and Prison Studies Online is a database curated by an international board of advisors and part of the Global Issues Library. Organized around a selection of key historical and contemporary events and mixing a case and thematic approach, this resource will look at the history of incarceration in the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada and others. The main themes and events related to mass incarceration and the history of prisons are easily explored by providing multiple perspectives and points of entries: court cases; prison experience: first-hand accounts; law and government documents; rehabilitation; training materials; policing and law; prison and identity and theory.

Contact your ProQuest representative for more information and free trials.

On occasion, product launch actual dates may shift from one month to the next. Please check with your Account Manager or Sales Specialist on release dates.

Sign up for updates at go.proquest.com/PrimarySources_2020_Updates

proquest.com

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.